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I don’t become emo,onally 
a0ached to garments. I view 
them as a tool through which we 
live, not a relic showing who we 
are. Taking an approach to a 
garment where more than 
aesthe,c value is added to it is 
new to my rela,onship with 
fashion. Rather than this project 
crea,ng an emo,onal a0achment 
to clothing though, it has shown 
me the other ways that garments 
can create rela,onships.  The 
garment has become a prop in 
my life’s play inspiring 
rela,onships; an unexpected 
friendship that has opened my 
eyes to what the community 
around me has to offer. 

Danielle Testa 



"How can the simple process of 
repairing a garment mobilize 

resources in a local community? And 
how can designers engage in and 

facilitate such process as part of their 
design practice?" 



The story begins with a family.!
It is the story of a blazer that 

belonged to my mom.!





Well, to tell you the truth it was her sisters.!
But by the time I was born it was my moms. 



She wore it to work and 
at home with her family. !
It fit into her life. 



Then she gave it to her kids who 
played with it for another 20 years.!



Which may have been 
a few years too 
long…!



And so it moved on to a new place 
and a new life.!



Used for fun by friends and to!
bring people together,!

Clothing can be more than just!
an expression!

          of who we are,!
It can create our communities !

               and define friendships yet to be. 



I sought out for a partnership, a collaboration of sorts, I 
had spent weekends walking around in Brixton, gone out at the 
bars and frequented the gym.  It was an area I enjoyed and a 

good place to begin.  !
I went to a sewing studio to see if they were interested!

but the workshop I visited wasn't comfortable with the idea.!
She told me she would contact a friend who might want to 
work with me, but I was skeptical that I would hear from 

this friend.!

Low and behold, an e-mail I got, Yolanda was intrigued so we 
decided to meet. We first met at curtain road, near where both 
of us work, we had coffee and talked and a project was born. 
It was lucky the way the two of us were, she had the skills 

and I had a plan.  I was a business woman, a marketer or 
stylist, she was a tailor customizing and up-cycling.   

Surprisingly strange, we had both attended the London College 
of Fashion.!





And so we were inspired.!

On to a new life. !
A new journey to begin.!

What will be the next story !
the blazer has to share?!









There were many ideas. !

She sketched, I ironed, she sewed.!

The grocery bags were first flaps, then lining and !
finally an insert to give stiff shape.  !

There was going to be a fur collar but!
the dye did not take.!

The pockets could go here or there !
but ended up as shoulder detail.!









There was plan A and plan B !
(sometimes even a C...)!

But in the end it was the same as it was!
 in the beginning; the jacket was great !

but the stories were what won - 
adventures !

of shopping, crafting and fun.!
A friendship that hadn't existed !
in a community I barely knew, !
through one blazer life stories !
have been extended; who knew.!
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